Fire in buildings is an ever growing hazard that claims more lives and
causes greater material loss every year than it does by natural calamity.
This risk is directly proportional to ever growing density of buildings in
a given metropolis. This has brought the importance of Fire Dampers into
sharp focus today.
The function of fire damper is to shut itself automatically upon detection of
heat, in order to protect the integrity of a fire barrier and maintain its fire
resistance rating where fire seeks to penetrate through HVAC duct work or
equipment.
Fire damper provides a swift acting and positive barrier against the spread of
fire through ducts. The fire damper blades which are riveted to the top of the
frame and securely locked to the bottom through the catch plates, form a
shield to inhibit the spread of fire. The blades of the fire damper are held in
open position by a heat sensitive device (fusible link) and highly tensioned by
stainless steel closure spring. As soon as air temperature inside the ducts
reaches the break-point temperature of the fusible link (normally 1650F), the
spring tensioned blades shuts to form an impenetrable fire barrier, thus
inhibiting the spread of fire.
Specially designed shutter type fire dampers are efficient, economical and
are simpler to install than other single or multi section blade type fire dampers.
In structures posing high life hazards such as hospitals, institutions and hotels,
our fire dampers are most valuable. It is a high quality, multi featured
engineering product which proves to be a long life security against the spread
of fire through ducts. Smoke dampers installed in ducts and air transfer
openings are designed to resist the passage of smoke. These devices are
installed to operate automatically, controlled by a smoke detection system
capable of being activated from a remote command station.

-Frame:
-Blades:
-Blade ramp:
-Springs:
-Fusible links:

High quality galvanized iron sheet of 1.6 mm thickness.
interlocking type blades roll formed from 1mm thick galvanized steel.
formed from 1.6 mm thick galvanized steel with a spring holder
2nos. Constant force stainless steel springs.
fusible links which has fire rating of 1650 F / 2120 F.

MODEL SFD

Vertical installation

Horizontal installation

1- Damper orientation:

Vertical and Horizontal.

2- Sleeve:

Damper sleeve must be minimum 16 gauge (1.6 mm)
up to a maximum 10 gauge (3.5 mm) steel. Sleeve
thickness must
be thicker than the duct connected to it. sleeve gauge
should comply with the SMACNA duct connection
standard fire. Smoke and radiation Damper
installation guide For HVAC systems and with
NFPA90A . Sleeve must not extend more than 152 mm
out of the wall. Sleeves must terminate on
both sides of the wall within the dimension.

3- Fusible link:

Vertical:
1650F / 2120F fusible link as standard.
Horizontal: 1650F fusible link as standard.

4-Retaining Angle :

Angle must be minimum 1 ½” x 1 ½”x14 gauge
(38x38x2mm) steel and must overlap wall opening 1”
(25mm) minimum and cover corners of openings.
Retaining angles must be provided on both sides of the
wall. Angles are fastened to sleeve by either M5 bolts
or 5mm dia 20mm long steel rivets spaced at a
maximum of 150mm at the center and 50mm from the
end retaining angles must not be fixed to each other
or to the wall.

5-Maximum rated size :

Vertical:

(single selection)

horizontal: 36”width x36” height (914.4x914.4mm)

6-Expansion clearance:

fire damper sleeve clearance within wall opening
must be ¼” larger than the damper size for damper
sizes up to 24” and additional 1/8” per linear foot
increase in the size of the damper.

7-Access door:

An access door is a NFPA requirement for damper
inspection and testing.

8-Air flow :

Direction of air flow is indicated by the arrow on the
damper the ((air flow)) direction arrow must be
adhered to during installation.

27” width x 41” height (672x1026mm)

